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_______________________________

Author: ___________________________

_______________________________

Draw a picture of your favorite part of the story:
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Parent/Guardian Signature: _________________________

Seen by Mrs. Shewell and pin received: _________________________
1. Freckle Juice
2. Bobbie the Wonder Dog – a True Story
3. Sword in the Tree
4. Miss Rumphius
5. Molly’s Pilgrim
6. Boxes for Katje
7. The Patchwork Quilt
8. Pocket Full of Colors
9. Invisible Inkling
10. Henry’s Freedom Box
11. Dinosaurs Before Dark (Magic Tree House Series #1)
12. Clementine
13. My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother
14. Knights of the Kitchen Table
15. Brother’s at Bat: The True Story of an Amazing All-Brother Baseball Team.
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